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About 100ft under the Earth’s surface I scurried along behind the tour guide at 

Crystal Cave in Kutztown, Pennsylvania. The rocky, jagged ceiling trickled runoff water 

that seeped through the cracked ground. Droplets splashed against the calcium build up 

called stalagmites. Each rock formation holds a story in Crystal Cave whether it’s 

positive or negative. Every aspect of the cave brings it to life and gives it some character. 

 William Merkel found Crystal Cave with his partner John Gehret in 1871 on 

accident. The two were looking for limestone and instead discovered a small hole in the 

side of the mountain. A few days later, 12 men banded together and began exploring in 

the cave. To their astonishment, these guys found stalagmites, stalactites, speleothems, 

flowstone, and crystals. Hands felt around the different formations in the dark and abyss 

that is Crystal Cave. 

 After several years, geologists and professional scientists planning to study each 

feature in the cave visited Kutztown’s newfound attraction. May 23, 1872 Samuel Kohler 

advertised for the grand opening of Crystal Cave to the public. Locals were able to enter 

the cave and given matches, candles, and sometimes lamps so they could see their 

surroundings. At times, individuals got lost in the cave and had to wait for rescue teams. 

To my surprise, there hasn’t been any cases involving death in the cave but many people 
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have gotten injured. Over the years, safety rails and a solid floor were included in the 

cave’s remodeling to make it more accessible for visitors. 

 Throughout its discovery, the cave housed harvested crops, hosted weddings and 

parties, and now is a family attraction. Farmers needed a place to store their crops 

however the cold, dark, and wet environment caused the crops to go bad and grow mold. 

On October 15, 1919 Marion Kurtz and Francis Finley had the first matrimonial 

ceremony in Crystal Cave and invited only close relatives and friends. People even 

managed to get a grand piano inside the cave’s “ballroom” with a built in bar. 

 Today, the cave offers educational tours and activities, hotels and dining areas, 

and a souvenir shop for guests. Prior to the tour, groups sit through a 13-minute video 

explaining Crystal Cave’s history and precautions before entering the cave. Visitors are 

asked to keep their hands off the calcium carbonate formations to help preserve the cave.  

 Some formations include stalactites, which are spikes hanging from the ceiling of 

the cave where water drips down and forms the stalagmites beneath. When stalagmites 

and stalactites meet in the middle they create columns called speleothems. A few of these 

formations take close to a million years in order to become such figures. Another popular 

calcium formation found in Crystal Cave is called flowstone. The name comes from its 

structure because flowstone replicates a waterfall and the stream coursing over a cliff.  

 In order to really bring these calcium carbonate buildups to life tour guides have 

found ways to connect them to the visitors by presenting them in a new light. Different 

formations have different “pet names” if you will as a way to expand their guests’ 

imagination and open their eyes to a different perspective. Stalagmites with flowstone on 

the bottom resemble melted ice cream cones, whereas speleothems are seen as totem 
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poles. Even some sort of cave drapery is considered “cave bacon” or ribbon candy 

because of its shape and how it stands out against the cave walls and ceiling. 

 Although most calcium carbonate formations remain in tact some are beginning to 

flake off. When early explorers were venturing through Crystal Cave they couldn’t help 

but feel their way around the formations. Certain oils on human hands can actually break 

down the buildup of minerals. Stalagmites that took close to one million years to mold, 

crumble and flake off until they’re gone because someone couldn’t keep their hands off 

it. Earthquakes even played a part in the destruction of the cave’s ceiling. Stress fractures 

line the area where jagged rocky slabs fell from above and created obstacles for the early 

explorers. 

 At the end of the tour, most people decide to visit the souvenir shop and buy 

amethyst accented jewelry or decorative pieces. Crystal Cave is an interesting place for a 

family trip where kids find little knick-knacks appealing and learn valuable information 

about caves and nature.  


